Reflection: Kami and Murakami

The metro winds are the breath of the city, an acidic respiration that cycles through the subterranean tunnels. Tokyo exhales. The occupants of the platform sink back, scarves and handbags buffeted by the passing air. A man steps forwards into the path of the oncoming train. The train screeches to a halt and an irritated murmur rises from the crowd. A similar utterance escapes my lips.

Train stations and their occupants paint the most vivid portraits of any city. They are a vibrant artwork presenting an unprecedented cross section of culture; businessmen next to schoolchildren, next to mothers, next to grandparents. I have been lucky enough to experience a childhood filled with travel – over 30 international trips spanning over 16 years – and I have seen a myriad of train stations. Initially I only idled in them, waiting to be whisked away to another adventure, but as I began to see the unique portrait they provided I relished the opportunity to linger, and breathe with the city. When I arrived in Japan in 2015 believing I had perfected the art of observation, confident that I could analyse and quantify the soul of any city. But as I sat and watched the station staff remove the offending corpse from the train tracks, I began to reflect upon my reaction, and the reactions of those around me. I was unable to reconcile what was before me with the rest of my Japanese experience; it left me with fundamental questions regarding my ability to authentically comprehend this nation.

During the remainder of my time in Tokyo it became increasingly clear that large portions of culture had been subsumed by America’s pervasive influence, which only emphasised the enigma of Japan. When I returned home, I became desperate to quantify the aspects which had eluded me.

One year later, when I was given the opportunity to undertake English Extension 2, I grasped the opportunity to investigate the enigma which I had grown to love. I thus initially decided to critically explore the depiction and interpretation of suicide in Eastern and Western texts in a bid to identify and interpret the underlying destabilising characteristic. As my independent investigation continued
and I began the early stages of drafting, I noticed an underlying thread organically manifest in my work – Japanese literature, it seemed, not only permitted, but romanticised suicide, especially when committed by students and young adults. After having subsequently pursued the source of these positive portrayals, a motif spanning from the Edō period to the 21st century emerged. Thus, the primary aim of my major work has become to discuss the Japanese suicide epidemic as a manifestation of a wider lack of cultural identity which has been uniquely shaped and perpetuated by the interaction of literature, philosophy, and context that exists as a part of every culture.

I directly experienced one of the ironic juxtapositions of postmodern Japan whilst reading *South of the Border, West of the Sun* in the red-orange embrace of one of the many Shinto shrines that litter the precincts of Tokyo. I began combing through an abridged canon of Japanese works in order to overcome the discrepancy between European and Japanese literary ideals. The poetry and travel journals of Matsuo Bashō, the works of Doppo Kunikido, and the short stories of Ryūnosuke Akutagawa all piqued my interest in following the thread of the dissolution of Japanese identity through a critical examination of texts significantly shaped by zeitgeist. As my investigation expanded, I was occasionally unable to access certain texts directly as they lacked English translation and was thus forced to rely on literary reviews and translated excerpts to build my response. What was initially a limitation ultimately became an asset as I was compelled to seek out differing reviews on the same text in order to build a valid and nuanced argument, exposing me to a wealth of unseen history and diverse interpretation framed by different literary paradigms. Advanced Module A provided the understanding of the shaping effect of context and questions of value subsequently raised, a concept which informed my investigation and appreciation of the synthesis of texts spanning historical and literary eras.
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I had come across the works of Takashi Murakami – Japan’s most famous and distinctive postmodern artist – years earlier in Shanghai, and had previously read the works of author Haruki Murakami. Both the artist and author explored and appraised incongruences of their context, framing the discourse I had spent the early months of my research grasping for. They sharpened the focus of my major work, moving from a literary comparison to a deeper exploration of the role of Japanese literature in not merely chronicling the development of national identity, but in shaping it – ultimately rendering the unique and worrying literary trend that is directly reflective of the wider social climate.

The short stories of Haruki Murkami are vignettes of ordinary Japanese life; a pastiche of experience unified by their concern with elements of the self-examined and re-examined. The concerns of his characters are as often trivial as they are profound; spaghetti or suicide, sometimes both… Bereft of a unifying cultural identity, mundanity replaces eternity.

With the discussion of identity comes an intense intimacy, especially given Murakami’s preference for first person narration. Utilised in a work such as his 2017 novel *Men Without Women*—a short story collection concerned with aspects of identity that can be found in others—this authorial closeness generates a window into the East for the minds of the West. I desperately wanted to retain this intimacy, which informed my decision to include a literary sketch at the opening of my essay, a nod to the experience I write out of, and about.

My choice for title ‘Kami and Murakami’ is to highlight the interaction and incongruences between Japan’s cultural and literary history, and its future. This was inspired by the relationship that Takashi Murakami’s art has with the evolving legacy of Japan. His 2012 work *The 500 Arhats* integrates
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misshapen figures from his cultural past with his signature postmodern style, to create a unique marriage of the past and present that is as aesthetically interesting as it is confronting. I wanted to transfer this idea into a literary context, taking the Kami, gods of Japan’s past, and encompassing the works of Haruki and Takashi Murakami, cultural gods of its present and future.

Kami and Murakami is written in a critical format with a syntactical style akin to that of The Quarterly Essay intended to be intellectual, nuanced and thoughtful but still pleasurable to read. The accessibility of my major work drew me towards authors and artists that the readers of these publications may have a passing association with, to provide a sense of familiarity in an argument that encompasses a significant amount of contextual and philosophical exposition. I utilised a semi-formal tone that mirrors the syntax of Jane Suttton’s article in Quadrant Life with Danila Vassilieff: New Perspectives from Elizabeth Wolf’s Archive which I admire for its ability to remain enjoyable to read whilst dealing with highly complex notions that require a significant amount of contextual exposition in order to be readable to the general public. I similarly admired and attempted to emulate the skill with which she forges a personal connection with the reader before launching into rhetoric in order to maintain interest.

In opting to write a critical response I was effectively inviting myself to challenge and justify my own views as well as examine the basis for the discrepancies between attitudes around suicide in my own context and an external one. During the course of my investigation I struggled to define my thesis, even though my research was very rigidly defined. My response had become, in my mind, so complex, nuanced, and profound that I lacked the capacity to define it, the premise of the project being lost in the breadth and diversity of my own research and experience. My struggle with defining thesis had
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Kami and Murakami effectively demonstrated to me the confusion and helplessness that comes with losing touch with an identity. The lack of a clearly defined direction, whether it be a cultural identity or a thesis, is above all paralytic; it became an analogy for Japan itself, highlighting the crises exposed by my developing thesis.

Within my major work and autonomous investigation, I have attempted to follow an esoteric argument which delves into the core of a culture, and threatens its very existence. I have taken great joy in exploring and examining a world which I am passionate about, in an investigation that effects my interpretation of literature and more importantly, the reading of my own experiences. A comparable amount of sadness accompanies my major work, acutely aware that my labour of passion has revealed the ephemerality of a culture that is rare as it is beautiful. “Unfortunately, the clock is ticking, the hours are going by. The past increases, the future recedes.”
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